
UKMARC tags and fields 
Tags 300 - 490: Physical description / Series statements 
 
Field 300 : Physical Description  

The 300 field records information relating to the physical characteristics of the item being 

catalogued. 

INDICATORS   DEFINITION 

1st  2nd     

0 0      

SUBFIELD   CODES   AACR2 

$f     Number of items (NR) 1.5B 

$n     Specific material designation (NR) 1.5B 

$g     Trade names – audiovisual 
materials (NR) 

1.5B 

$a     Length, e.g. pagination, duration, 
number of frames (NR) 

1.5B 

$h     Physical characteristics affecting 
use, e.g. playing speed of sound 
recordings, number of sound 
channels (NR) 

1.5C 
6.5C 

7.5C2-3 

$b     Enriching characteristics, e.g. 
illustrations, colour (NR)  

2.5C1 
3.5C 

4.5C2 
5.5C 

7.5C4 
8.5C 

10.5C 
11.5C1-3 

$i     Specific enrichments, e.g. specific 
types of illustrations for books 
(NR) 

1.5C 
2.5C2 
5.5C 

11.5C2 

$j     Special characteristics of moving 
pictures, e.g. projection or playing 
speed (NR) 

1.5C 
7.5C1 

$c     Dimensions not affecting use, i.e. 
height, width and thickness 

1.5D 
2.5D 
3.5D 
4.5D 
5.5D 

8.5D1 
8.5D4 
8.5D6 
10.5D 

$q     Weight (NR)   

$k     Dimensions affecting use, e.g. 
gauge of film (NR) 

1.5D 
6.5D 
7.5D 

8.5D2 
8.5D4-5 

10.5D 
11.5D 

$p     Format (NR) 2.17C 

$l     Accompanying material 1.5E 



1.9B 
5.5B2 

$m     Further physical description of 
accompanying material 

1.5E 
1.9B 

$e     Binding statement and other 
qualifications to ISBN (NR) 

1.8E1 

Notes 

1. The field is repeatable only in the case of items made up of 

several types of materials. See AACR2 rule 1.10C2(b).  

2. If a book is in large print this is recorded in subfield $a (see 

example 3).  

3. If used, subfield $m always follows subfield $l.  

4. Book measurements in subfield $c are given in the order: height, 

width, thickness. Height is mandatory; width is mandatory if 

thickness is given.  

5. Book trade practice is to give measurements in millimetres rather 

than centimetres, and weight in grams.  

BNB Practice  

1. In BNBMARC records, only height is recorded in subfield $c 

subject to AACR2 2.5D2: 'If the width of the volume is either less 

than half the height or greater than the height, give the height x 

width'.  

2. Subfield $q is not used in BNBMARC records.  

3. Certain abbreviations are recorded in BNBMARC records without a 

full stop, e.g. cm, p, port.  

Examples  

1. 250p ; 22cm 

300.00$a250p$c22cm  

2. 250p, 12 leaves of plates : ill ; 22cm 

300.00$a250p, 12 leaves of plates$bill$c22cm  

3. xii,236p(large print) : ill ; 28cm 

300.00$axii,236p(large print)$bill$c28cm  

4. v.(1397p) : ill (some col.),maps, ports (some col.) ; 25cm 

300.00$f3$nv.$a1397p$bill (some col.)$imaps, ports 

(some col.)$c25cm  

5. 1sheet ; 48x30cm folded to 24x15cm 

300.00$f1$nsheet$c48x30cm folded to 24x15cm  

6. 1000p in various pagings : 12 maps ; 22cm 

300.00$a1000p in various pagings$i12 maps$c22cm  



7. 1v.(various pagings) ; 18cm 

300.00$f1$nv.$avarious pagings$c18cm  

8. 2v.(loose-leaf) ; 25cm 

300.00$f2$nv.$aloose-leaf$c25cm  

9. xi,[79] leaves : ill (woodcuts) ; 20cm(8vo) 

300.00$axi,[79] leaves$bill (woodcuts)$c20cm$p8vo  

10. 1microfiche : negative : ill,music ; 10x15cm + 1pamphlet (30p : 

ill ; 22cm) 

300.00$f1$nmicrofiche : 

negative$bill$imusic$c10x15cm$l1pamphlet$m30p : ill ; 

22c  

11. v. : ill ; 25cm 

300.00$nv.$bill$c25cm  

The physical description relates to an open entry for a serial.  

12. 1000p ; 295x283x74mm, 500gm 

300.00$a1000p$c295x283x74mm$q500gm  

An item 295mm high, 283mm wide, 74mm thick and weighing 

500 grams.  

Cartographic Materials Examples  

1. 1map : col. ; on sheet 45x33cm 

300.00$f1$nmap$bcol.$con sheet 45x33cm  

2. 1plan in 4 sections ; sections each 30x40cm 

300.00$f1$nplan in 4 sections$csections each 30x40cm  

3. 1atlas(xii,100,32p) : 100col. maps ; 29cm  

300.00$f1$natlas$axii,100,32p$i100col. maps$c29cm  

4. 17hydrographic charts ; 90x96cm + 1book (xvii,272p ; 25cm) 

300.00$f17$nhydrographic 

charts$c90x96cm$l1book$mxvii,272p ; 25cm  

Printed Music Examples  

1. 1miniature score(34p) ; 18cm 

300.00$f1$nminiature score$a34p$c18cm  

2. 1score(20p) + 1part ; 28cm 

300.00$f1$nscore$a20p$l1part$c28cm  

3. 1score(30p) + 4parts ; 24cm + 1booklet 

300.00$f1$nscore$a30p$l4parts$c24cm$l1booklet  

Audiovisual Materials Examples  



1. 1sound disc(20min.) : analog, 33Ärpm. stereo. ; 12in  

300.00$f1$nsound disc$a20min.$hanalog, 33Ärpm, 

stereo.$k12in  

2. 1sound tape reel(60min.) : analog, 7½ips, mono. ; 7in., ½in. 

tape  

300.00$f1$nsound tape reel$a60min.$hanalog, 7½ips, 

mono.$k7in., ½in. tape  

3. 1sound disc(50min.) : analog, 33Ärpm, stereo. ; 12in + 

1pamphlet (11p : col.ill ; 32cm)  

300.00$f1$nsound disc$a50min$hanalog, 33Ärpm, 

stereo.$k12in$l1pamphlet$m11p : col.ill ; 32cm  

4. 2videoreels(Ampex 7003)(50min) ; sd.,b&w ; ½in  

300.00$f2$nvideoreels$gAmpex 

7003$a50min$hsd.,b&w$k½in  

5. 1film reel(1min., 17sec.) : si.,col.,25fps ; 16mm  

300.00$f1$nfilm reel$a1min., 

17sec.$hsi.,col.$j25fps$k16mm  

6. 16flash cards : col. ; 28x10cm  

300.00$f16$nflash cards$bcol.$c28x10cm  

7. 1filmstrip (70fr.) : sd.,col. ; 35mm + 1booklet 

300.00$f1$nfilmstrip$a70fr.$hsd$bcol.$k35mm$l1booklet  

8. 1diorama(various pieces) : col. ; in box, 30x25x13cm 

300.00$f1$ndiorama$avarious pieces$bcol.$cin box, 

30x25x13cm  

9. 46slides : col. 

1sound cassette(15min) : analog, 3¾ips, mono 

300.00$f46$nslides$bcol. 

300.00/1$f1$nsound cassette$a15min.$hanalog, 3¾ips, 

mono  

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Field 306 : Playing Time 

This field contains a formatted numerical representation of the playing time of the item, 

e.g. the duration of a sound recording or the stated playing time of performance of printed 

or manuscript music.  

INDICATORS   SUBFIELD   DEFINITION 

1st 2nd 
  CODE     

0 0   $a  Playing Time 

 

Notes 

1. The playing time is also recorded in natural language in a note 

(field 500 and/or 505) or, for sound recordings, videorecordings, 

etc. in field 300 (Physical Description). 2.  

2. If, for non-music sound recordings, the complete playing time is 

recorded in the physical description area (field 300, subfield $a) 

and the playing time of the parts is recorded in the contents note 

(field 505), field 306 should contain either the playing time of the 

whole or the playing time of the parts, whichever is deemed 

more useful.  

3. Subfield $a contains the playing time of a item. The playing time 

is six characters in length and is formatted hhmmss (2 for hour, 

2 for minute, and 2 for second). If the recording is less than 1 

hour, the hour is recorded as two zeros; if less than a minute, 

the minute is also recorded as two zeros. Subfield $a is 

repeatable to allow the recording of the playing time of two or 

more pieces.  

BNB Practice  

This field is not used in BNBMARC records. 

Examples  

1. 306.00$a002016  

for 20 min., 16 sec  

2. 306.00$a014500  

for 1 hour, 45 min  

3. 306.00$a003100$a001839 

500.00$aDurations: 31;00 ; 18:39  



4. 300.00$f1$nsound disc$a46:00$hanalogue, 33 1/3 rpm, 

stereo.$c12 in. 

306.00$a004600  

5. 300.00$fl$nvideocassette$aca. 124 min.$hbsd., col. with 

b&w sequences$c1/2 in. 

306.00$a020400  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Field 307 : Hours, etc.  

This field contains chronological information identifying the days and/or times an item is 

available or accessible. It is used primarily in records for electronic resources. 

NOT REPEATABLE 

INDICATORS   DEFINITION 

1st  2nd     

0 0   Note - printing 

8 0   Note - non-printing 

SUBFIELD   CODES     

$a     Hours (NR)  

$b     Additional information (NR) 

Notes  

1. Subfield $a contains information that identifies the days and/or 

hours an item is available or accessible. Informal references to 

the A.M. and P.M. time references as well as time zone can be 

given in this subfield if required.  

2. When displayed or printed as a note, hours, etc information is in 

some instances preceded by an introductory term or phrase that 

is generated based on the first indicator value.  

BNB Practice  

This field is not used in BNBMARC records. 

Examples  

1. 307 00$aM-F, 9AM-10PM  

2. 307 00$aTu-F, 10-6; Sa, 1-5, USA PST  

3. 307.00$aM, 8:30-6:00, Tu, 8:30-7:00; W-F, 8:30-

6:00;$bnot available on weekends.  

4. 307.80$a8:00 p.m., Tu-F; 5:00 and 9:00 p.m., Sa; 2:00 and 

7:00 p.m., Su (all times, EST)  

5. 307.00$aM-F, 6:30am-9:00pm (EST); $bwith brief 

interruptions for periodic update/backup of data  

6. 307.00$aDaily, 7am-7pm;$text files only  

7. 307.00$aM-F, 6:30 AM to 9:30 PM, Sa, 8:00 AM to 5:00 PM, 

Su, 1:00 PM to 5:00 PM; $bclosed on national holidays (all 

times are EST or ESDT)  

 



Field 310 : Current Publication Frequency  

This field contains the current stated publication frequency of an item. The date(s) of the 

current publication frequency is given when the beginning date of the current publication 

frequency is not the same as the beginning date of the publication. 

NOT REPEATABLE 

INDICATORS   DEFINITION 

1st  2nd     

0 0    
 

SUBFIELD   CODES   AACR2 

$a     Current publication frequency  12.7B1 

$b     Date of current publication frequency  12.7B1  

Notes  

1. Subfield $a contains the complete statement, exclusive of dates, 

of the current publication frequency.  

2. Subfield $b contains the beginning date of the current publication 

frequency when it is different from the beginning date of the 

publication and when a former publication frequency is given in 

field 321.  

3. When an item has ceased publication, the current frequency date 

is closed but remains in field 310.  

4. The following is a list of recommended terms. 

 

Daily 

Three issues weekly  

Two issues weekly (=semi-weekly) 

Weekly 

Three issues monthly 

Two issues monthly (=biweekly, semi-monthly, every two weeks) 

Monthly 

Six issues yearly (=bimonthly)  

Quarterly (=four issues yearly) 

Two issues yearly (=semi-annual) 

Three issues yearly 

Annual  

Biennial (=every two years) 

Triennial (=every three years) 

Irregular 



Frequency unknown 

Frequency varies  

BNB Practice  

This field is not used in BNBMARC records, field 554 is used instead. 

Examples  

1. 310.00$aMonthly  

2. 310.00$aMonthly, including annual cumulation  

3. 310.00$aSeven issues yearly (monthly June-July  

4. 310.00$aMonthly (except July and Aug)  

5. 310.00$aAnnual, with five-yearly cumulations  

6. 245.00$aAnnual report of the Director 

310.00$aAnnual  

7. 310.00$aAnnual,$b1983-  

8. 255.00$aJan. 1954- 

310.00$aMonthly$b1958- 

321.00$aFrequency varies$b1954-1957  

9. 310.00$aFive issues yearly$b1946-1948 

321.00$aFour issues yearly$b1931-1945  

Field 310 gives frequency when serial ceased publication.  

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Field 321 : Former Publication Frequency  

This field contains the former publication frequency of an item. It is used only when a 

current publication frequency is given in field 310 (Current Publication Frequency).  

INDICATORS   DEFINITION 

1st  2nd     

0 0    
 

SUBFIELD   CODES   AACR2 

$a     Former publication frequency (NR) 12.7B1 

$b 
    

Date of former publication frequency 
(NR) 

12.7B1 

Notes  

1. Subfield $a contains the complete statement, exclusive of dates, 

of the former publication frequency. The phrase Frequency varies 

may be used when more than three past frequencies are known.  

2. If a subfield $a contains the phrase Frequency varies, subfield $b 

contains the inclusive date for the frequencies.  

3. The following is a list of recommended terms. 

 

Daily 

Three issues weekly  

Two issues weekly (=semi-weekly) 

Weekly 

Three issues monthly 

Two issues monthly (=biweekly, semi-monthly, every two weeks) 

Monthly 

Six issues yearly (=bimonthly)  

Quarterly (=four issues yearly) 

Two issues yearly (=semi-annual) 

Three issues yearly 

Annual  

Biennial (=every two years) 

Triennial (=every three years) 

Irregular 

Frequency unknown 

Frequency varies  

BNB Practice  

This field is not used in BNBMARC records, field 554 is used instead. 

Examples  



1. 310.00$aMonthly$b1985- 

321.00$aTen no. a year$b1982-1984  

2. 310.00$aAnnual$b1983- 

321.00$aMonthly$bMar. 1972-Dec. 1980 

321.00$aTwo issues yearly$b1981-1982  

3. 310.00$aMonthly$bJan. 1984- 

321.00$aFrequency varies$b1966-1983  

4. 310.00$aAnnual$b1983- 

321.00$aBiennial$b1981/1982  

5. 310.00$aSix issues yearly$b1970- 

321.00$aFrequency varies$b1920-196  

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Field 340 : Physical Medium  

This field contains contextual information concerning the physical characteristics of the 

materials. It is generally used only for special types of materials, such as those requiring 

technical equipment for their use or those with special conservation or storage needs. The 

field is repeated for each subfield $y (Materials specified).  

INDICATORS   DEFINITION 

1st  2nd     

0 0     

SUBFIELD   CODES     

$a     Material base and configuration 

$b     Dimensions 

$c     Materials applied to surface 

$d     Information recording technique 

$e     Support 

$f     Production rate / ratio 

$h     Location within medium 

$i     Technical specifications of medium 

$y     Materials specified  

Notes 

1. Subfield $a contains a phrase that identifies the physical 

substance and configuration on which the information is 

recorded. Examples of material bases are acetate, canvas, clay, 

film, glass, vellum, and wood. Examples of configurations are 

cartridge, chip, dot, fiche, globe, sheet, and audio-, magnetic-, 

micro-, ultra-, or videotape. 

 

Subfield $b contains the measurements of the material 

configuration; for example, 35 mm. (film), 12 inch (phonograph 

disc). 

2. Subfield $c contains a phrase that identifies the physical 

substance applied to the material base; for example, ink, oil, 

paint, specific photographic emulsions such as albumen.  

3. Subfield $d contains a phrase that identifies the means or 

technique by which information was recorded in or on the 

material base; for example, punched, pressed,cut, moulded, 

thermofax, x-ray.  

4. Subfield $e contains a phrase that identifies the physical material 

on which or in which records are mounted, bound, or otherwise 

supported.  



5. Subfield $f contains the normal rate or ratio at which the 

information in the material must be used to be meaningful; for 

eaxmple, how many revolutions per minute for recordings, the 

magnification for photographic reductions.  

6. Subfield $h contains the location of the described materials within 

the material base and configuration; for example, band, page, 

frame number.  

7. Subfield $i contains information giving access requirements 

involving technical equipment.  

BNB Practice  

This field is not used in BNBMARC records. 

Examples  

1. 340.00$amarble  

The medium for a sculpture  

2. 340.00$aparchment$b20 cm. folded to 10 x 12 cm  

3. 340.00$yself-portrait$arice paper$b7" x 9" $ccoloured 

inks$enone$hbetween entry for April 7 and April 19, 1843  

4. 340.00$dhandwritten$dtyped  

5. 340.00$acanvas$b30 x 57 cm.$ccoloured oil-base 

paints$ewood  

6. 340.00$ycase files$aaperture cards$b9 x 19 

cm.$dmicrofilm$f48x  

7. 340.00$aglass$b45 x 15 ft.$dembedded$elead$hcentre 

panel  

8. 340.00$apaper tape$dpunched$iIbord Model 74 tape 

reader  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Field 350 : Price and Terms of Availability  

The 350 field gives the price of an item at the time the record was first created (or terms 

of availability for items not for sale). More detailed price information is given in fields 355 

and 356.  

NOT REPEATABLE  

INDICATORS   DEFINITION 

1st  2nd     

0 0     

SUBFIELD   CODES     

$a 
    

Price, or terms of availability if not for sale 
(NR) 

$c     Hire fee (NR)  

BNB Practice  

1. In BNBMARC records, the price or other terms of availability are 

those current at the time of publication.  

2. This field is also used to hold the statement that a record is a 

'CIP' (i.e. Cataloguing-in-Publication) record, and give a projected 

month of publication. It is also used to record the statement 

'Formerly CIP', which indicates that a record was first created as 

a CIP record. These statements appear as the last element in the 

field.  

3. When no price appears on an item, and price information is not 

readily available to the cataloguer, the statement 'No price' is 

recorded in subfield $a.  

Examples 

1. 350.00$a£13.95 : Formerly CIP  

2. 350.00$a£49.99  

3. 350.00$a£7.50 per year  

4. 350.00$a£2.60 (£1.95 to members of the British Fantasy 

Society)  

5. 350.00$aNo price  

6. 350.00$aPrivate circulation  

7. 350.00$cFor hire  

8. 350.00$cFree loan to students  

9. 350.00$a£14.00 : CIP entry (June)  

 

 



Field 351 : Organisation and Arrangement of Materials  

This field is used to record information about the organisation and arrangement of a 

collection of items.  

INDICATORS   DEFINITION 

1st  2nd     

0 0     

SUBFIELD   CODES     

$r     Materials specified (NR) 

$a     Organisation 

$b     Arrangement 

$c     Hierarchical level (NR) 

Note 

Subfield $r (which is always the first subfield when present) is used when the note applies 

to only part of the item. 

BNB Practice 

This field is not used in BNBMARC records  

Examples  

1. 351.00$aFixed-length, non-hierarchical$bMonth by carrier 

code and flight number  

A computer file.  

2. 351.00$rThirty-one units of original and recently copied 

materials$bAlphabetical by subject in three lettered units  

3. 351.00$cSeries$bAlphabetical by sitter  

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Field 355 : UK Price  

The 355 field is intended primarily for use by the book trade and records the current UK 

price of an item in Sterling. Prices in currencies other than Sterling, and special export 

prices in any currency (including Sterling) are recorded in field 356.  

INDICATORS   DEFINITION 

1st  2nd     

0 0     

SUBFIELD   CODES     

$a     Price including VAT, if applicable (NR) 

$b     NBA status, i.e. ‘net’ or ‘non-net’ (NR) 

$c     Price note (NR) 

$d     VAT code (NR) 

$e     Part description 

$f     Price excluding VAT 

$g     VAT rate, if applicable 

Notes 

1. Prices are given in Sterling; the £ is generated by the subfield 

punctuation.  

2. For subfields $d and $g Trading Data Communications 

(TRADACOMS) standard VAT rate category codes should be used. 

The codes used are:  

CODE  DEFINITION 

S     Standard rate  

H     Higher rate  

Z     Zero rate  

X     Exempt 

E     Export item 

A     Mixed VAT item  

3. Subfield $e is used if an item carries mixed rates of VAT. In such 

cases there should be two or more occurrences of subfield $e, 

each with its own $f and $g, i.e. subfields $f and $g are only 

used to qualify data in subfield $e.  

BNB Practice 

This field is not used in BNBMARC records  

Examples  

1. 355.00$a9.99$gZ  

A book priced at £9.99, and zero rated for VAT.  



2. 355.00$a14.99$bnet$dA$ebook$f7.94$gZ$ecassette$f6.0

0$gS 

A book and cassette with a combined price of £14.99 net, of 

which the cassette element of £6.00 carries VAT at the standard 

rate, while the book element of £7.94 is zero rated.  

3. 355.00$a60.00$bnon-net$dX  

A non-net book priced at £60.00 and exempted from VAT.  

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Field 356 : Overseas Price  

The 356 field is intended primarily for use by the book trade and records the current price 

of an item in currencies other than Sterling. This field is also used to record the special 

export price of an item in any currency, including Sterling.  

INDICATORS   DEFINITION 

1st  2nd     

0 0     

SUBFIELD   CODES     

$a     Price (NR) 

$b     Currency code (NR) 

$c     Price note (NR) 

Note 

Subfield $b contains the standard banking abbreviations for the appropriate currency. 

BNB Practice 

This field is not used in BNBMARC records  

Examples  

1. 356.00$a45.00$bUSD  

An item priced at $US45.00.  

2. 356.00$a49.95$bUSD$cExport  

An item with an export price of $US49.95.  

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Field 357 : Originator Dissemination Control 

The 357 field contains specifics pertaining to originator (i.e. author, producer) control of 

dissemination of the item being catalogued.  

NOT REPEATABLE  

INDICATORS   DEFINITION 

1st  2nd     

0 0     

SUBFIELD   CODES     

$a     Originator control term (NR) 

$b     Originating agency 

$c     Authorised recipients of material  

$g     Other restrictions 

Notes 

1. Subfield $a contains a specific term denoting that the originator 

has control over the material. Other information may be present 

in the field, e.g. the name of the originator, the names of those 

authorised to receive the material, and other restrictions.  

2. Subfield $b contains the name or abbreviation of the originator of 

the material in hand. The subfield is repeatable when joint 

originators are involved.  

3. Subfield $c contains names, abbreviations etc. of those 

authorised by the originating agency to receive the material in 

hand.  

4. Subfield $g contains information on other restrictions (imposed 

by the originating agency) associated with the use of the material 

in hand.  

BNB Practice 

This field is not used in BNBMARC records  

Examples  

1. 357.00$aORCON$bCIA$cDIA  

2. 357.00$aPROPIN$bLockport Aviation$cNorthfield Avionics 

Project 11234$cAir Frames Inc., Project 11234 Support 

Team 3.  

3. 357.00$aORCON$bITAC$cCIA$cDIA$cUKIA  

4. 357.00$aORCON$bITAC$c313th MIB$cDistribution List B-

32-91$gMust be returned to originator after 30 days  



 

Field 358 : Trade Information  

The 358 field is intended primarily for use by the book trade. It allows detailed information 

relating to the availability of items from publishers to be recorded.  

NOT REPEATABLE  

INDICATORS   DEFINITION 

1st  2nd     

0 0     

SUBFIELD   CODES     

$a     Publishers’ compressed title (NR)  

$b     Precise date of UK publication (NR)  

$c     Code for availability in the UK (NR) 

$d     Expected date when next available (NR) 

$e     Availability note (NR) 

$f     Publishers' discount category (NR) 

Notes 

1. Subfield $a contains sufficient bibliographic information to 

identify a book. The form a compressed title might take is at the 

discretion of the originating agency.  

2. Subfields $b and $d contain the date in ISO format, i.e. 

yyyymmdd. Where the mm or dd data is unknown, these 

positions contain zeroes, e.g. 19951200 for December 1995.  

3. Subfield $c contains a 2-digit ONIX status code followed after a 

space by the date of the status report in ISO format. The 

following is a list of these codes and their meanings:  

• AB - Cancelled: publication abandoned after having been 

announced  

• AD - Available direct from publisher only: apply directly to 

publisher - item not available to trade  

• CS - Availability uncertain: check with customer service  

• EX - No longer stocked by us (wholesaler or vendor)  

• IP - Available: in print and in stock  

• MD - Manufactured on demand: should be accompanied by the 

'Order time' expressed as the number of days normally required 

to print and ship  

• NP - Not yet published: announced but not yet published - must 

give availability date in $d NOVEMBER 2002 358/1  



• NY - Newly catalogued, not yet in stock (wholesaler or vendor) - 

must give expected availability date in $d  

• OF - Other format available: this format is out of print, but 

another format is available. EAN number or ISBN of alternative 

product may be given in $e or in 776 linking field  

• OI - Out of stock indefinitely: no current plan to reprint  

• OP - Out of print. The date on which the status was applied must 

be given in subfield $g  

• OR - Replace by new edition: this edition is out of print, but a 

new edition has been or will soon be published - give EAN 

number or ISBN of new edition in $e or in 775 linking field  

• RF - Refer to another supplier: supply of this item has been 

transferred to another publisher or distributor. Give EAN or ISBN 

and/or name contact details of other supplier in $e  

• RM - Remaindered  

• RP - Reprinting - must give expected availability date in $d  

• TO - Only to order - special order: this item is not stocked but 

has to be specially ordered from a supplier (e.g. import item not 

stocked locally)  

• TP - Temporarily out of stock because publisher cannot supply 

(wholesaler or vendor)  

• TU - Temporarily unavailable - must give expected availability 

date in $d  

• WR - Will be remaindered as of (date) - must give date in $d  

4. Subfield $d is used when subfield $c contains the codes RP or OO  

BNB Practice 

This field is not used in BNBMARC records  

Examples  

1. 358.00$aSTEINBERG ADOLESCENCE (3rd ed)$b19921200  

2. 358.00$b19960517$cNP 19951205  

Not yet published as of 5th December 1995; due 17th May 1996.  

3. 358.00$cRP 19951205$d19960600  

Reprinting, as of 5th December 1995; new stock expected in 

June 1996.  

4. 358.00$cOP 20011105$g20011013$hUK  

Item which went out of print in the UK in October 2001. The 

status was changed on November 5, 2001.  



Field 440 : Series Area 

The 440 field is used when transcriptions of series statements from the document are in 

added entry heading form and when an added entry under the series is required. The 

added entry may be generated from the data given in this field. 

INDICATORS   DEFINITION 

1st  2nd     

0 
 

  Series area relates to work 

1-9 
A-Z  

  
  

Series area relates to volume or part of work 

  0-9 
  

Number of non-filing characters at the 
beginning of the first subfield 

SUBFIELD   CODES   AACR2 

$a     Title proper of series (NR) 1.6B  

$b 
    

Other title information of series or 
subseries 

1.6D 
1.6H3 

$e     Statement of responsibility 
relating to series or subseries 

1.6E 
1.6H3 

$k     Parallel title of series or subseries 1.6C 
1.6H3 

$l     Alphabetic or numeric designation 
and/or title of subseries 

1.6H1-2 

$v     Numbering within series or 
subseries  

1.6G 
1.6H5 

$w     ISSN of series or subseries (NR) 1.6F 
1.6H4 

Notes 

1. The first indicator is set to place the series statement in its 

correct relationship to the work or the parts of the work. A first 

indicator setting other than 0 may only occur when one or more 

248 fields are present in the record. In such cases, the first 

indicator in field 440 is set to the same value as that of the first 

indicator in the appropriate 248 field.  

2. If the ISSN for a series is known but does not appear on the 

item, the series statement without the ISSN is recorded in field 

490, even if the statement is otherwise in added entry form. In 

such cases, the series added entry, including the ISSN, will be 

recorded in fields 800-840.  

Examples  

1. (The international law and sustainable development series)  

440.04$aThe international law and sustainable 

development series  



2. (ATLA bibliography series ; no.38) 

440.00$aATLA bibliography series$vno.38  

3. (Cm ; 972) 

440.00$aCm$v972  

4. Bibliographies and indexes in women’s studies, ISSN 0742-6941 

; no.23) 

440.00$aBibliographies and indexes in women’s 

studies$w0742-6941$vno.23  

5. (Research guides to ancient civilizations ; v.5) (Reference library 

of the humanities ; v.1525) 

440.00$aResearch guides to ancient civilizations$v5 

440.00/1$aReference library of the humanities$vv.1525  

6. (Children of poverty : studies on the effects of single parenthood, 

the feminization of poverty, and homelessness) 

440:00$aChildren of poverty$bstudies on the effects of 

single parenthood, the feminization of poverty, and 

homelessness  

7. (Foreign economic policy of the United States. Outstanding 

studies ; edited by Stuart Bruchey) 

440.00$aForeign economic policy of the United 

States$lOutstanding studies$eedited by Stuart Bruchey  

8. (Theory and decision library. Series B, mathematical and 

statistical methods ; v.33) 

440.00$aTheory and decision library$lSeries B, 

mathematical and statistical methods$vv.33  

9. (Bibliothèque de la Revue canadienne de littérature comparée = 

Library of the Canadian review of comparative literature ; v.7) 

440.00$aBibliothèque de la Revue canadienne de 

littérature comparée$kLibrary of the Canadian review of 

comparative literature$vv.7  

10. (Biblioteca de arte hispanico ; 8. Artes aplicadas ; 1) 

440.00$aBiblioteca de arte hispanico$v8$lArtes 

aplicadas$v1  

 
 

 
 
 
 



Field 490 : Series Area  

The 490 field is used when transcriptions of series statements from the document are not 

in added entry heading form, whether or not an added entry under the series is required. 

INDICATORS   DEFINITION 

1st  2nd     

0   
  

Series added entry heading not present in 
fields 800-840  

1   
  

Series added entry heading present in fields 
800-840  

  0   Series area relates to work 

  1-9   Series area relates to volume or part of work 

SUBFIELD   CODES   AACR2 

$a     Title proper of series (NR) 1.6B 

$b 
    

Other title information of series or 
subseries 

1.6D 
1.6H3 

$e     Statement of responsibility 
relating to series or subseries 

1.6E 
1.6H3 

$k     Parallel title of series or subseries 1.6C 
1.6H3 

$l     Alphabetic or numeric designation 
and/or title of subseries 

1.6H1-2 

$v     Numbering within series or 
subseries  

1.6G 
1.6H5 

$w     ISSN of series or subseries (NR) 1.6F 
1.6H4 

Notes 

1. The series statements given in field 490 are of two types: those 

for which no added entry is required and those for which one is 

required, though not in the form given in the series statement. 

This includes a series which has an ISSN but which does not 

appear on the item, but note that a series statement consistently 

appearing in the singular is regarded as being in added entry 

form. Whether or not the series recorded in the series statement 

should be given as a series added entry heading in a different 

form is a cataloguing decision.  

2. The second indicator is set to place the series statement in its 

correct relationship to the work or the parts of the work. A 

second indicator setting other than 0 may occur only when one or 

more fields 248 are present in the record. In such cases, the 

second indicator in field 490 is set to the same value as that of 

the first indicator in the corresponding field 248.  

 

 

http://www.bl.uk/ukmarc/marc248.html�
http://www.bl.uk/ukmarc/marc248.html�


Examples  

1. (Collins little gem) 

490.00$aCollins little gem  

2. Twayne’s English authors series ; 513) 

490.00$aTwayne’s English authors series$v513  

3. Penguin classics. Poets in translation) 

490.00$aPenguin classics$lPoets in translation  

4. (Fact sheet ; 3) 

Fact sheet (Neurofibromatosis Association); 3 

490.10$aFact sheet$v3 

840.00$aFact sheet (Neurofibromatosis Association)$v3  

5. (Bloomsbury guides to English literature : Romantic literature) 

490.00$aBloomsbury guides to English 

literature$bRomantic literature  

6. (Occasional papers / University of Wales, Cardiff. Department of 

Maritime Studies and International Transport, ISSN 0967-5566 ; 

no.13) 

490.10$aOccasional papers$eDepartment of Maritime 

Studies and International Transport, University of Wales, 

College of Cardiff$w0967-5566$vno.13 

840.00$aOccasional papers (University of Wales, Cardiff. 

Department of Maritime Studies and International 

Transport)$w0967-5566$vno.13  

7. (Thomas the tank engine and friends) 

Awdry, W. (Wilbert), 1911-. Thomas the tank engine and friends 

490.10$aThomas the tank engine and friends 

800.10$aAwdry$hW.$kWilbert$c1911-$tThomas the tank 

engine and friends  
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